NAME: ________________________

DATE: ________________________

• Write the words in the correct spaces. Listen to check your answers.

DIALOG

1

Dad: Tom, where can I ______________ this bottle?
Tom: You can put it in the ______________ bin.
Dad: Oh, right! I forgot!
Tom: And I’ll use the other bin for my ______________.

can

recycle

DIALOG

2

throw away

recycle

Tom: Dad, why do animals become ______________?
Dad: Well, often it’s because of ______________.
Tom: What causes that?
Dad: Sometimes air ______________ causes it.

climate
change

DIALOG

extinct

3

climate change

pollution

Tom: Do you know what I want to be ______________?
Dad: Let me guess . . . an actor?
Tom: No, an ______________!
Dad: Wow! That’s great! Why?
Tom: Because I want to protect ______________!

environmentalist

wildlife

environmentalist
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when I grow up

NAME: ________________________

DATE: ________________________

• Work with a classmate and continue each dialog. Write in the spaces below.

DIALOG 1 (recycle)
Dad

Tom, where can I throw away this bottle?

Tom

You can put it in the recycle bin.

Dad

Oh, right! I forgot!

Tom

And I’ll use the other bin for my can.

Dad
Tom

DIALOG 2 (climate change)
Tom

Dad, why do animals become extinct?

Dad

Well, often it’s because of climate change.

Tom

What causes that?

Dad

Sometimes air pollution causes it.

Tom
Dad

DIALOG 3 (environmentalist)
Tom

Do you know what I want to be when I grow up?

Dad

Let me guess . . . an actor?

Tom

No, an environmentalist!

Dad

Wow! That’s great! Why?

Tom

Because I want to protect wildlife!

Dad
Tom
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BASIC ENGLISH DIALOGS

Environment

Aim Vocabulary practice; Listening practice; Speaking practice
Level Elementary to Intermediate

ANSWER KEY
DIALOG 1 (recycle)
Dad: Tom, where can I throw away this bottle?
Tom: You can put it in the recycle bin.
Dad: Oh, right! I forgot!
Tom: And I’ll use the other bin for my can.

*

*

*

*

DIALOG 2 (climate change)
Tom: Dad, why do animals become extinct?
Dad: Well, often it’s because of climate change.
Tom: What causes that?
Dad: Sometimes air pollution causes it.

*

*

*

*

DIALOG 3 (environmentalist)
Tom: Do you know what I want to be when I grow up?
Dad: Let me guess . . . an actor?
Tom: No, an environmentalist!
Dad: Wow! That’s great! Why?
Tom: Because I want to protect wildlife!

ACTIVITY SUGGESTION
• After they extend the dialogs on page 2, ask your
learners to practice their conversations in pairs!
Have one or two pairs perform for the entire class!
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